
ML4CC: Lecture 6

Sit with your discussion groups (same as last time)!



Assignments reminder

Keep doing your weekly PMIRO+Q

Your second coding assignment was due today before the start of class. 

Your third coding assignment will be due Friday, March 15th by 11:59pm.

You have an exam on March 14th (8am) 



Recap of previous paper

P: No way to say if 2 atmospheric states are “similar” 

M: Use self-supervised learning (temporal difference prediction) to 
learn representation of atmospheric states, and use this representation 
as the basis of a distance metric (AtmoDist)

I: Self-supervised learning for this problem

R: AtmoDist behaves intuitively and better than image-based losses in 
tasks such as super-resolution

O: Does this definition of similarity capture what matters for climate 
models (e.g. physical laws)?



Climate Change in the News



Paper 5 Discussion 

Tackling Climate Change with 
Machine Learning: workshop at 
NeurIPS 2022.



Attendance 

Select one person from the group to go to this Google Doc and write down the 
names of all people present in the group (remember to mark who took 
attendance!). If someone is virtual, mark it with a V.

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1PKhw9E2lJpAnFrFO88DOc2rscZFVlcIv47Q
Na5h1sGs/edit?usp=sharing (link is in Brightspace under Syllabus content) 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1PKhw9E2lJpAnFrFO88DOc2rscZFVlcIv47QNa5h1sGs/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1PKhw9E2lJpAnFrFO88DOc2rscZFVlcIv47QNa5h1sGs/edit?usp=sharing


Discussion Question 1

What are the dimensions of the input and output of this network?



Sequence of images to single crop mask

Input is a length-8 sequence of 
256x256x1 SAR images.

The output is a 256x256x1 
segmentation map representing 
rice/not rice. 



Discussion Question 2

What are the authors doing here and why?



Adding inputs to pre-trained models

In general, it is easier to modify the output of a pre-trained model than the input. 
But here, they try to add another input to the model (the VV backscatter).

The weights learned here 
are only for one input 
channel!

Hack: To have weights for the new 
channel, they just copy the weights for 
the initial channel, then divide all the 
weights by two. Now the model gets the 
same magnitude of overall input, but 
from two channels instead of one. 
(input is now 256x256x2)



Discussion Question 3

For each of the marked scores, explain what region the corresponding model was 
pre-trained on, what region it was fine-tuned on, what region the performance is 
being reported for, and what crop type it is detecting. 



For each of the marked scores, explain what region the corresponding model was 
pre-trained on, what region it was fine-tuned on, what region the performance is 
being reported for, and what crop type it is detecting. 

Korea, Spain, France, Rice

Not pre-trained, France, France, Rice

Korea, Netherlands, Netherlands, Barley



Discussion Question 4

The authors compare their pre-trained Recurrent U-net model to Random Forest 
models that were trained on data from France and Spain. Why were they able to 
train the Random Forest models, but not the U-net model, on this data? For which 
region(s) does using the pre-trained U-net help the performance?



Comparison to “local” models

Random Forest models tend to have fewer parameters and therefore require less 
data to train than deep neural networks. 

RF models trained on data from France and the Netherlands perform worse than 
the pre-trained U-net



Discussion Question 5

What does this figure tell us about differences between rice in Spain and France?



Two types of French rice

France seems to have two different types 
of rice, one that is similar to the rice in 
Spain (and produces a large increase in 
VH) and one that is not (and has somewhat 
steady VH). The model fine-tuned on Spain 
doesn’t capture the second kind (but the 
French fine-tuned model can presumably 
capture it, and does a decent job of 
identifying rice in Spain).



Discussion Question 6

Is rice detection more or less difficult than barley detection? Why?



Flooding can make rice detection easy

Other crops don’t necessarily have quite as strong of a signal

Waleed et al., 2022



Discussion Question 7

What is the difference between the FTE , FTD, and FT models? Which performed 
best and which performed worst?



Which weights to fine-tune

FTE lets the encoder weights be 
fine-tuned but freezes the decoder 
weights

FTD lets the decoder weights be 
fine-tuned but freezes the encoder 
weights

FT lets all weights be fine tuned



Discussion Question 8

Share what questions you wrote in your PMIRO+Q and decide as a group what 
you’d like to ask. 



Update your PMIRO+Q

Submit a second file to the Brightspace assignment (don’t overwrite the original):

It should:

Update your PMIRO as needed

Answer your own Q

You can be talking with your group during this! 



15 min break



Lecture

Climate Change: Human beliefs and how to change them

Machine Learning: Natural Language Processing, Transformer, Topic Clustering



Everything is done by people

Stephen John Brademas Jr. (March 2, 1927 
– July 11, 2016). NYU President from 1981 to 
1992

Eric Adams, Mayor of New York 
City since 2022



Everything is done by people

Stephen John Brademas Jr. (March 2, 1927 
– July 11, 2016). NYU President from 1981 to 
1992

Eric Adams, Mayor of New York 
City since 2022



Everything is done by people

Not just as individuals, but also collectively



What do people think about climate change?



What do people think about climate change?



What do people think about climate change?
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What do people think about climate change?



What do people think about climate change?



Can we change people’s minds?

It’s already been happening

https://iopscience.iop.org/article/10.1088/1748-9326/aca702/meta 

https://iopscience.iop.org/article/10.1088/1748-9326/aca702/meta


Can we change people’s minds?
Oil companies have done it (in the wrong way)

‘ExxonMobil’s climate “advertorials” – advertisements disguised as editorials – appeared in the op-ed 
page of the New York Times and other newspapers and were part of what scholars have called “the 
longest, regular (weekly) use of media to influence public and elite opinion in contemporary America”.’



What is effective at changing minds?

Ways to change minds depends on how you think minds work: The ability to change minds and 
behaviors can depend simply on providing information, or may require more involved processes of 
interaction and activations of a sense of identity Tanenbaum et al., 2013



What is effective at changing minds?

Enforcing that there is scientific consensus 

“We delivered a consensus message (i.e., 
“97% of climate scientists have concluded 
that human-caused global warming is 
happening”) to members of five of the six 
U.S. climate audiences. We found that all 
audiences – from Alarmed to Dismissive – 
updated their beliefs about the scientific 
consensus.”

https://climatecommunication.yale.edu/pub
lications/communicating-the-scientific-cons
ensus-on-climate-change-diverse-audienc
es-and-effects-over-time/ 

https://climatecommunication.yale.edu/publications/communicating-the-scientific-consensus-on-climate-change-diverse-audiences-and-effects-over-time/
https://climatecommunication.yale.edu/publications/communicating-the-scientific-consensus-on-climate-change-diverse-audiences-and-effects-over-time/
https://climatecommunication.yale.edu/publications/communicating-the-scientific-consensus-on-climate-change-diverse-audiences-and-effects-over-time/
https://climatecommunication.yale.edu/publications/communicating-the-scientific-consensus-on-climate-change-diverse-audiences-and-effects-over-time/


What is effective at changing minds?

Emphasizing co-benefits



What is effective at changing minds?

Changing actions can change beliefs 

https://news.climate.columbia.edu/2017/08/09/what-changes-minds-about-climate-change/ 

https://news.climate.columbia.edu/2017/08/09/what-changes-minds-about-climate-change/


What is effective at changing minds?

‘Inoculation’ against known misinformation

Letting people know that 
politically-motivated actors are 
spreading misinformation about 
climate change (In1 and In2) can 
reduce the impact of that 
misinformation. 

https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/full/10.1002/gch2.201
600008 

https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/full/10.1002/gch2.201600008
https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/full/10.1002/gch2.201600008


What is effective at changing minds?

https://climatecommunication.yale.edu/publications/experience-with-global-warming-is-changing-peoples-minds-about-it/ 

 Experience with the effects of climate

https://climatecommunication.yale.edu/publications/experience-with-global-warming-is-changing-peoples-minds-about-it/


https://aronclimatecrisis.net/resources/ 

https://aronclimatecrisis.net/resources/


Natural Language Processing

NLP requires building algorithms that 
can make sense of text.

NLP tasks can be incredibly challenging 
due to the diverse ways in which people 
use language and how language relates 
to the real world. 

https://datasciencedojo.com/blog/natural-language-processing-applications/ 

https://datasciencedojo.com/blog/natural-language-processing-applications/


Natural Language Processing

Requirement: Represent meaning as a vector of numbers

JayAlammar samyzaf.com 

d1 d2 d3 d4

d1
d2

https://twitter.com/JayAlammar


Natural Language Processing

Requirement: Represent meaning as a vector of numbers

Simplest approach = represent words in terms of how often they co-occur with 
other words. 

What are the limitations of this?



Modern Approach

Use a “Large Language Model” (LLM)

“Generative 
pre-trained 
Transformer”

BERT: “Bidirectional Encoder 
Representations from Transformers”



“Foundation Models”

As we saw previously, 
we can use transfer 
learning/fine-tuning on a 
pre-trained model to 
solve tasks where data 
is limited.

Foundation models take 
this idea to the extreme.

Essentially, foundation models learn good representations.



Architecture of a Large Language Model

Many language tasks are “sequence to sequence” problems that can be solved 
with an encoder and decoder. The encoder and decoder are each artificial neural 
networks

https://lena-voita.github.io/nlp_course/seq2seq_and_attention.html 

https://lena-voita.github.io/nlp_course/seq2seq_and_attention.html


Neural networks

Vieira et al.

Basic or “vanilla” networks 
multiple weights by node activity, 
sum these values, and rectify the 
sum.



Transformer architecture



Transformer architecture

Key insight: combine 
information across words. 
This is known as 
“self-attention”.



LLMs can be trained on many different tasks

For example: language translation or next word prediction (ChatGPT)

BERT is trained with a “masking” task: predict hidden word.



The LLM gives us a new representation 

This is also known as the “embedding space”

Tweet 1
Tweet 2
Tweet 3



The LLM gives us a new representation 

We can do things like in that space, like unsupervised clustering

Tweet 1
Tweet 2
Tweet 3

d1 d2 d3 d4

d1

d2

The output of the clustering gives us 
a new “topic” based representation 
we can use for downstream tasks 



For your reading and your homework:

In machine learning settings where hyperparameters need to be set, data is 
typically divided into three subsets:

Training - data you actually pass to the algorithm that it uses to update weights

Validation - data you use to test the performance of models with different 
hyperparameters

Test - data you use to evaluate your model once you have decide on the 
hyperparameters


